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Abstract 
Let D be a directed Eulerian multigraph, t' be a vertex of D. We call the common value ofid(v) 
and odlv) the degree of v, and simply denote it by d~. Xia introduced the concept of the 
T-transformation for directed Ealer tours and proved thai any directed Euler tour (T)- 
transformation graph E.{D) is connected. Zhang and Guo proved that E,{D) is edge-Hamil- 
tonian, i.e., any edge of E.(D) is contained in a Hamilton cycIc of E.~D). In this paper, we obtahn 
a lower bound 
(d,. - l)(d,. - 2)/2 
~.~ 
for the connectivity of E.(D), where Q = {r ~ V(D)Id,. >! 2}. Examples are given to show that 
this lower bound is in some sense best possible. 
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1. Introduction 
Let D = (V, A) be a directed Eulerian multigraph. Then for any vertex v of D, we 
have id(v) = od(v). We simply denote the common value by d,. and call it the degree t f  
v. Let E be a directed Euler tour of D. Then E passes through each vertex v exactly 
d~. times. Thus we may write E as 
x~vx,...xivx2...x~v...vx~r...xL 
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where x~, x~ . . . . .  x~. _, are the arcs going into v and xl . . . . .  x~,~ are the arcs going out of 
v. A triple (x~_ ~, v, x~) is called a transition of E through v. A subsequence of E starting 
from v and erJding at u (or v) which contains at least one arc is called a v - u (or v - v) 
segment of E. Let S and S' be two arc-disjoint v - u segments of E such that (S, S') is 
not a partition of E. We call S and S' to be exchangeable. A directed Euler tour F is 
said to be obtained from E by a T-transformation atS and S', denoted by F = T(E), if 
F is obtained from E by exchanging S and S'. The directed Euler tour graph of D, 
denoted by E,(D), is an undirected simple graph defined as follows: The vertices of 
E,(D) are directed Euler tours of D, and two directed Euler tours E and F are adjacent 
in E,(D) if they can be obtained from each other by a T-transformation. 
For more knowledge on Eulerian graphs, we refer the reader to Fleischner [1]. 
Xia [7] introduced the concept of the T-transformation for directed Euler tours and 
proved that any directed Euler tour (T-)transformation graph E.(D) is connected. 
Zhang and Guo [9] proved that any edge of E.(D) is contained in a Hamilton cycle of 
E,(D). Now we will give a lower bound for the connectivity of E,(D) and examples to 
show that this lower bound is in some sense best possible. First, we need the following 
preparations. 
2. Prel iminaries 
Let Q = Q[D) be the set of vertices v of D such that dv t> 2 and v is not a cut-vertex 
with degree 2. We assume that Q 4: 0, for otherwise, we get a trivial case that D has 
only one directed Euler tour. For v ~ Q, we denote by S~ the set of all directed Euler 
tours of D which contain the transition (x~), v, xi). Then 1 ~< i ~< dv and Sl, $2 ....  form 
a partition of V(E,(D)). Obviously, Sj = 0 if and only if v is a cut-vertex and {x~, x~} is 
an arc-cut of D. Thus, if dv > 2, there are at least dr, - 1 non-empty  S~, and if dr, = 2, 
there are exactly two non-empty S~. Let H~ be the subgraph of E.(D) induced by S~. 
Then H; is isomorphic to E.(D~), where Di is a directed Eulerian graph obtained from 
D in the following way: Replacing vby a pair of new vertices v' and v" and making the 
arc xo going into c' and x~ going out of v', whereas making the other arcs incident with 
c being incident with v" in the same manner a~ they are incident with v. 
In what follows, whenever S~ (i = 1,2 .. . .  ) arc mentioned, we mean the partition of 
V(E~(D)) through vertex v e Q and with the starting arc x~ incident with v. 
Lemma !. Let S~ and S t be non-empty with i # j, Then for each E ~ Si, there is at least 
one F ~ S t such that T(E) = F, i.e., E is adjacent o F in E~(D). 
Proof. Since E ~ S~. E contains the transition (x~, v, x~). Since x t is an arc going out of 
r, E must contain a transition (y', v, xt). Hence E can be written as x'avx~ ... y 'vx j . . .  
We claim that there is a vertex u(~v) of D such that u appears in both the segment 
vx~ .-. y' c and the segment ext..,  x~ v of E, or v appears in the segment vxt.., x~ v of E. 
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Otherwise, it is not difficult to see that {X'o, Xj} would be an arc-cut and therefore 
Sj = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, we have that 
E:  x'o~;x i " "  u " "  ) "•x  i " "  ~ " " ,  
s sP 
or ,  
E:  X'oVXl " "  ) "  vx j  . . .  v . . . .  
s s '  
In any case, we can use a T-transformation at S and S' (as indicated in the above) to 
transform E into a directed Euler tour belonging to Sj. []  
In order to estimate the order of Eu(D), we introduce the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. IV(Eu(D))I >1 l-L ~e(d~ - 1)[. 
Proof. We use induction on ,~.(D) = ~,.Ee d,, to complete the proof. 
Since Q # (2}, 2(D) 1> 3. If ,;.(D) = 3, the conclusion holds clearly. 
Suppose that the conclusion is true for any directed Eulerian graph D with 2(D) ~< 
m(~> 3). IfA(D) = m + l, there is a vertex v in Q. Since Si (i = 1,2 .... ) form a partition 
for V(Eu(D)), we have that 
I V(Eu(D))[ = ~ ISH >t (d~, - l)min { [Si]} (at least d~, - 1 non-empty Si). 
i 
For each S~, since 2(D~) ~< m, from the induction hypothesis we know that 
ISd = I V(E.(D~))[ >>, (d,. - 2)! H (d . -  1)!. 
u~Q(D)'c 
Hence, we have 
I V(E.(D))I/> H (dr - 1)!. []  
c~Q 
From Lemma 2, we see that, generally speaking, the order of a directed Euler tour 
transformation graph is considerably large. Thus, it is very difficult to give such 
a non-trivial concrete xample. 
Lemnm 3. Let Si and Sj be non-empty with i ¢ j. Then there are at least 
(d. - l)(d. - 2)/2 + (d,, - 2)(d,. - 3)/2 + l 
u~Q' r 
independent edttes (edoes without any common end vertices) between Si and S~. 
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Proof. We use induction on 2(D) = ~ d~ to complete the proof. 
If 2(D) = 3, the conclusion is obviously true. 
Suppose that the conclusion is true for any directed Eulerian graph D with 
2(D) <~ m(~>3). If 2(D)= m + 1, there is a vertex v in Q. Consider the part it ion 
S~,Sz . . . . .  Sd,_ ~ (or Sd,,) of V(E,~(D)). We claim that there is a vertex u such that 
u~Q(Di)  for any i=  1,2 . . . . .  In fact, if IQ[ = 1, then d~=2(D)  =m + 1 >3 and 
therefore do I> 3 in any D~. Thus u = v is such a vertex. If IQI >/2, there is a vertex 
u # v such that u ~ Q and therefore u ¢ Q(Di) for any i. So, for each i = 1, 2 . . . . .  d~ - 1 
(or do) we can part it ion V(Er(D~)) through u as Sil,S~2 . . . . .  S,t with t = d. - 1 (or d,). 
We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: [Q)/> 2. As stated in the above, S~ and S~ can be part it ioned into 
S~l , Si2 . . . . .  S~k . . . . .  S~(d. - ~) (or S,d.) and Sj~, S j2 . . . . .  S jk . . . . .  Sj(d. _ ~) (or Sjd.), respectively. 
For  a fixed k, consider how many independent edges there are between S~k and Sjk. 
It is easy to see that we have a directed Eulerian graph Di~ for S~k and 
S<k = V(E,(Dik)). Since Slk, S2k . . . . .  Sik . . . . .  Sik . . . . .  S~d~-l)k (or Sdok) form a part it ion of 
V(D~); where D~, is a directed Eulerian graph obtained through the vertex u in a similar 
way to D~. mentioned at the beginning of this section. F rom 2(D~,) ~< m and the 
induction hypothesis, we know that there are at least 
~. (dw- 1)(d~-2)/2+(d~-2)(d~-3)/2+ l 
w~ Q(Di)\r 
independent edges between S~k and Sjk. NOW fixing i and j, running k over 
1,2 . . . . .  d~ - 1 (or dr) and noticing that S~ = t) k S~k, we know that there are at least 
z 'I t .  w ¢ Q{D~,)\r 
>1 ~. (d~- l)(d~-2)/2+(dr-2)(d~-3)/2 
,~  Q(DD',{u.r} 
+(do-2) (d~-3) /2+(d~-  1) 
>1 ~. (dw- l)(dw-2)/2+(d,,-2)(dv- 3)/2 
),.~ Q(D)  lu.¢} 
+(dr -2 ) (du-3) /2+(dr -2 )+ l  
>/ ~ (dw-  l ) (dw-  2)/2 + (do-  2 ) (dr -  3)/2 + l 
w ~ Q{D)',r 
independent edges between Si and S~. 
Case 2: IQI = 1. Let Q = {v}. We need prove that there are at least 
(d,, - 2)(do - 3)/2 + ! independent edges between S~ and S~. For  dr = 4, we can simply 
construct Er(D) to show the conclusion. So, we can assume that dv t> 5 in the 
following. As mentioned before, Si and Sj can be partit ioned into Sil ,  S/2 . . . . .  S~(d~- 2)
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(or S,~d,-,) and Sjt,S~2 .. . . .  Sj~a.-2~ (or Sj~d,-,), respectively. For a fixed k, consider 
how many independent edges there are between S~ and S~. In a similar discussion as 
in Case 1, we know that there are at least (d~ - 3)(d~ - 4)/2 + 1 independent edges 
between S~ and Sjk. Fixing i andA running k = 1,2 .. . . .  d~ - 2 (or do - 1) and noticing 
that S~ = [3~ S~k, we obtain that there are at least 
(d~, - 2){(d~ - 3)(d~, - 4)/2 + 1} > (d~ - 2)(dr - 3)/2 + 1 
independent edges between St and Sj. []  
3. Resu l t  
Theorem 1. Let D be a directed Eulerian (multi-)graph. Then the connectivity of E.(D) 
is at least 
~. (d~ - l)(d~, - 2)/2. 
veQ 
Proof. Let v¢ Q. Then through v we obtain a partition St,S2 .. . . .  S~- I  (or Sj~) for 
V(E.(D)). Again we use induction on ,~.(D) = Y-~E ~ dv to complete the proof. 
If 2(D) = 3, the conclusion is obviously true. 
Suppose that the conclusion is true for any directed Eulerian graph D with 
,;.(D) ~< m(~>3). If ~.(D) = m + 1, since ,~.(Di) ~< m, by the induction hypothesis, we 
know that each H~ is 
(d. - 1)(d. - 2)/2 + (dr - 2)(dr - 3)/2 
uE(~',c 
connected. By Menger's theorem, we need show that for any pair of non-adjacent 
vertices E and F of E,(D), there are at least Y-v ~ e (dr - l)(dE -- 2)/2 internally disjoint 
paths connecting E and F in E,(D). We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: There is an i (l~<i~<dv) such that E ,F~Sv Since Hi is 
~.~e~. (d. - l)(d. - 2)/2 + (d~, - 2)(d~ - 3)/2 connected, there are such many inter- 
nally disjoint paths connecting E and F in H~. By Lemma 1, for anyj  # i with S i # 0, 
both E and F are adjacent to some vertices in H i. Since there are at least d~ - 2 such 
j 's and Hj is connected, there are in total at least 
{~ ~e',~ (d . - l ) (d . -2 ) /2+(d , , -  2)(d~ - 3)/2} + (d, - 2) 
= ~ (d~- 1)(d~- 2)/2 
vEQ 
internally disjoint paths connecting E and F in E.(D). 
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Case 2: E e S~ and F e S t with i #j .  We first prove that for any i and j  with i # j ,  the 
subgraph of E~(D) induced by SiuS t is 
(d~ - l)(du - 2)/2 + (dr - 2)(d~ - 3)/2 + 1 
ueQ',r 
connected. In fact, if we delete a vertex-subset C from the subgraph induced by S~ u S t 
with 
ICI < ~. (du - 1)(d~ - 2)/2 + (d.~ - 2)(dr - 3)/2 + 1 
ueQ\r  
and the resultant subgraph is disconnected, then we shall deduce contradict ions as 
follows. 
First, there is at least one of Si and S t, say S~ such that S , \C  induces a connected 
subgraph of Eu(D). For  otherwise, since the subgraphs of E~(D) induced by S~ and 
S t are Hi and H t, respectively, which are 
(d~ - 1)(d~ - 2)/2 + (dr - 2)(d~ - 3)/2 
u~-Q',r 
connected, we get that 
ICI I> 21 ~ (d~ - 1)(d~ - 2)/2 + (d~-  2 ) (d~-  3)/2 t 
kueQ\ r  J 
>/ ~ (d~ -- l)(d~ - 2)/2 + (dr - 2)(d~ - 3)/2 + 1, 
ue Q~,t- 
which contradicts the way that C was chosen. 
Next, if (S~uSt)\C induces a disconnected subgraph of Eu(D), then only the 
following two cases may happen. 
(a) St\C induces a disconnected suboraph of E~(D). Let G,,Gz . . . . .  G, be all its 
components. Since S t induces a subgraph of E,(D) with connectivity at least 
~. (d .  - 1) (d .  - 2 ) /2  + (d~ - 2 ) (d .  - ? ) /2 ,  
ue Q' ,r  
we have 
IS jn f [ />  ~ (d, - l)(du - 2)/2 + (dr, - 2)(d~ - 3)/2. 
u~Q\r 
Thus, IS, c~CI = 0. By Lemma 1, for each Ee  Gk (k = 1,2 . . . . .  t) there is at least one 
vertex in S, adjacent o E. Hence, (S iuSt ) \C  must induce a connected subgraph of 
E,(D), a contradiction. 
(b) S~\C induces a connected subgraph of E~(D). On the one hand, we know that 
SAC must also induce a connected subgraph of E~(D); on the other hand, by Lemma 
3, there are at least 
(du - l)(du - 2)/2 + (d~, - 2)(dr - 3)/2 + 1 
ueQ r 
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independent edges between S~ and Sj. However, 
[CI < ~ (d. - l)(d. - 2)/e + (d~ - 2)(dv - 3)/2 + l, 
which implies that (S~uSt)\C must induce a connected subgraph of E.(D), again 
a contradiction. 
Finally, we turn to fi~':ding Y.~ ~ e (dr - 1)(do - 2)/2 internally disjoint paths connect- 
ing E and F in E.(D). Since E ~ St and F ¢ S t with i ~ j ,  from the above we know that 
S~uS t induces a subg~aph of E,(D) with connectivity at least 
(d, - 1)(d, - 2)/2 + (d~ - 2){d~ - 3)/2 + 1. 
ueQ\r 
Since E, F ~ S~ u S t, there are at least 
(d. - l)(d. - 2)/2 + (d~ - 2)(d~ - 3)/2 + 1 
u~Q\r 
internally disjoint paths connecting E and F in the subgraph induced by S~uS t. On 
the other hand, for every k ~ i,j with S~ ~ ~, by Lemma 1 we know that both E and 
F have some neighbors in Sk. Since H~, the subgraph induced by S~, is connected, 
there is a path connecting E and F and only passing through vertices in Hk. Since 
there are at least d~ - 3 such k, there are in total at least 
{ ~\ , , (d . -1 ) (d . -2 ) /2+(d . -2 ) (d . -3 ) /2+l}+(d , -3 ) .  
= ~ (d~- l)(d~- 2)/2 
internall) disjoint paths connecting E and F in E.(D). [] 
Remark. In [4] or [3], we obtained the exact connectivity for the Euler tour 
transformation graph E.(G) of an undirected Eulerian (multi-)graph G. From [6,2, 8] 
we know that E.(G) has many nice structural properties, for example, it is regular and 
it is the skeleton graph of a (0,1)-polyhedron [5]. However, things are changed 
completely for E.(D). It is not difficult to give examples to show that E.(D) is neitber 
regular nor the skeleton graph of any (0, l)-polyhedron. Perhaps this is the reason why 
we have not yet found the exact connectivity for E.(D). 
4. Concluding remrk 
Let D =(V,A)  be the directed Eulerian multigraph with V = {1,2, .... n} and 
A = {(I,2),(2,3) . . . . .  (n - l,n),(n, I),(I,I),(I,I),(2,2),(2,2), .... (n,n),(n,n)}. It is not 
difficult to see that E,(D)_~ K,  ×Kz × ... x K,  (n copies of K2). Hence, the 
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connect iv ity of the E,(D) is n. F rom the lower bound given in Theorem 1, we know 
that  Eu(D) is ~,.~ v (3 - 1)(3 - 2)/2 = n connected. In this sense, we say that the lower 
bound in Theorem 1 is best possible. 
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